
Preempting the Emerging Giants

Before the financial crisis plunged the world into a deep recession, GE’s leaders had been

looking to emerging markets to help achieve their ambitious growth objectives. Now

they’re counting on these markets even more because they think that after the downturn

ends, the developed world will suffer a prolonged period of slow growth—1% to 3% a

year. In contrast, annual growth in emerging markets could easily reach two to three times

that rate.

Reverse innovation in practice





Some steps are more critical than others, depending on the job, but each is necessary to

get the job done successfully. For example, when preparing for the task of replacing a hip

joint, surgeons sterilize their hands, establish a sterile field between their body and the

patient, prep the patient’s skin for the incision, and properly position the patient. A janitor

about to clean his hands might prepare by simply rolling up his sleeves. Innovation



Risk and revenue

Each dot on this risk matrix stands for one innovation in an imaginary

company’s portfolio. The size of each dot is proportional to the project’s

estimated revenue. (Companies may choose to illustrate estimated

development investment or some other financial measure instead.) This

portfolio, dominated by relatively low-risk, low-reward projects, is typical in

its distribution.



Positioning projects on the matrix

Position each innovation product or concept by completing each statement

in the left-hand column with one of the options offered across the top to

arrive at a score from 1 to 5. Add the six scores in the “Intended market”

section to determine the project’s x-axis coordinate on the risk matrix. Add

the seven scores in the “Product/technology” section to determine its y-axis

coordinate.



*This risk matrix was developed from many sources, including long-buried consulting reports by A.T.Kearney and other firms, the extensive literature on the economic performance of acquisitions andalliances, and numerous audits of product and service innovations. It broadly defines “failure” assignificantly missing the objectives that were used to justify the investment in the growth initiative.Estimates of the probability of failure have been thoroughly validated in dozens of interviews withconsultants and senior managers involved in innovation initiatives and are consistent with recentsurveys that place the overall failure rate of new products close to 40%. The ranges in probabilitiestake into account some of the variability in organizations’ definitions of failure and in what constitutesa new market or technology for a given company. The probabilities do not apply to fast-movingconsumer goods (where incremental innovations have high long-run failure rates) or ethicalpharmaceuticals, and don’t distinguish whether “new to the company” is also “new to the world.”(Although these are distinct categories, in my experience most major new-to-the-company innovationsare also new to the world; for the purposes of this article, they’re considered to be broadlyoverlapping.) “Market” refers to customers, not geographies.

Once the risk matrix has been completed, it typically reveals two things: that a company



The Screening Team

PROJECT SCREENING TEAMS vary by company, type of initiative, and



had.

High utilization leads to delays

The curve below is calculated using Queuing Theory, the mathematical

study of waiting lines. It shows that with variable processes, the amount of

time projects spend on hold, waiting to be worked on, rises steeply as

utilization of resources increases. Though the curve changes slightly

depending on the project work, it always turns sharply upward as utilization

nears 100%.



The companies that understand how this works have exploited IT advances to reduce

batch sizes, often with astonishing results. Some software companies that used to test large

batches of code every 90 days are now testing much smaller batches several times a day.

A manufacturer of computer peripherals that used a similar approach with its software

group reduced cycle time in software testing by 95% (from 48 months to 2.5 months),

improved efficiency by 220%, and decreased defects by 33%. The cost savings were

twice as high as the company had expected. Although those results were exceptional, we

have found that reducing batch size improves most development projects significantly.

Similarly, computerized modeling and simulation tools have dramatically lowered the

optimal batch size of experimentation and testing in companies that develop physical



For some product developers the solution has been to rigorously control the rate at

which they start work. They match it to the rate at which work is actually completed;

carefully manage the number of projects in process; make sure that once a project is

launched, it is adequately staffed until it is completed; and resist the temptation to steal

resources from an ongoing project to squeeze in new ones.



Now, with better data, one can see if the entire business proposition hangs

together.

Fourth, revise the reverse income statement



Finally, plan to test assumptions at milestones



Continuing up the profit and loss, we next calculate allowable costs: If Kao is to capture

10% margin on a price of 160 yen per disk, the total cost to manufacture, sell, and

distribute the disks worldwide cannot exceed 144 yen per disk. The reverse income

statement makes clear immediately that the challenge for the floppy disk venture will be to



better assessment of the innovation’s value, the comparison should be

between its projected discounted cash flow and the more likely scenario of a

decline in performance in the absence of innovation investment.

It’s hard to accurately forecast the stream of cash from an investment in innovation. It is

even more difficult to forecast the extent to which a firm’s financial performance may

deteriorate in the absence of the investment. But this analysis must be done. Remember the

response that good economists are taught to offer to the question “How are you?” It is

“Relative to what?” This is a crucial question. Answering it entails assessing the projected

value of the innovation against a range of scenarios, the most realistic of which is often a

deteriorating competitive and financial future.

The second set of problems with discounted cash flow calculations relates to errors of

estimation. Future cash flows, especially those generated by disruptive investments, are

difficult to predict. Numbers for the “out years” can be a complete shot in the dark. To

cope with what cannot be known, analysts often project a year-by-year stream of numbers
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